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Disruption of residual
reading capacity in a

pure alexic patient
after a mirror-image

right-hemispheric
lesion

Article abstract—A 74-year-old woman became a letter-by-letter reader
after the occurrence of a left occipito-temporal hematoma. Seven months
later, she suffered a second, mirror-image hematoma in the right hemisphere.
After this second lesion, her residual reading capacity deteriorated dramati-
cally in terms of both accuracy and reading latencies for words and isolated
letters. Our findings support the hypothesis that the right hemisphere con-
tributes to the residual reading capacities of pure alexic patients.
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Pure alexia is an acquired reading disorder that oc-
curs after posterior left-hemisphere (LH) injury. Pa-
tients may not be able to read at all, or they read
words in a slow, letter-by-letter fashion. However,
they may be able to perform tasks of lexical decision
and semantic categorization on words they do not
read. These implicit reading abilities might depend
on a right-hemisphere (RH) contribution.1-3 Coslett
and Monsul4 provided evidence for this hypothesis
using transcranial magnetic stimulation, which may
transiently block the neural function of the underly-
ing brain regions. They stimulated the posterior re-
gions of the RH or the LH of a pure alexic patient
and found that stimulation of the RH but not of the
LH disrupted residual oral reading. Longitudinal
studies of patients with consecutive brain lesions
provide another approach to test interhemispheric
interactions in reading. Thus, a LH-damaged apha-
sic patient who was able to read lost this ability after
a second RH stroke.5 To our knowledge, there is no
available report of pure alexic patients who suffered
a second RH stroke. Here we describe one such patient
who became alexic after a LH temporal-occipital lesion
and whose residual reading capacities markedly wors-
ened after a second, mirror-image RH lesion.

Case report. A 74-year-old homemaker, strongly right-
handed according to the Edinburgh Inventory,6 suddenly
developed a reading disturbance with preserved writing in
May 1995. CT showed a hematoma located across the left
temporo-occipital sulcus. Goldmann perimetry showed a
right paracentral scotoma, which disappeared with IV/4
test. Simple motor reaction times (RTs) to lateralized vi-
sual stimuli7 were moderately slowed for right-sided tar-
gets, but in the range of age-matched controls for left-sided
stimuli. In December 1995, the patient suffered a second,

right-sided hematoma, almost symmetric to the first. The
lesion was centered on the middle occipital gyrus, just
posterior to the temporo-occipital sulcus (figure). After the
RH stroke, the patient became achromatopsic, prosopoag-
nosic, and object agnosic. Goldmann perimetry showed a
small central scotoma with II/4 test. Visual evoked re-
sponses with black-and-white pattern were normal for la-
tency and amplitude. She obtained a verbal IQ of 109 on
the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale-Revised, and cor-
rectly performed the screening test and the space percep-
tion test of a visuospatial battery,8 but failed on all the
object perception tests. On a test of line orientation judg-
ment,9 she obtained a corrected score of 25, well within
normal limits. She produced a plausible copy of the draw-
ing of a landscape. Her RTs to left-sided targets in the
simple motor RT task did not differ from response laten-
cies recorded before the occurrence of the second lesion.

Methods. Word reading. A total of 200 lower-case nouns
of 4 to 8 letters in length, matched for lexical frequency,
were presented free field on a paper strip without time
limit. Accuracy and reading time were recorded. The word
list was presented twice on separate occasions, after both
the first and the second stroke.

Letter reading. The 26 letters of the French alphabet
were randomly presented in lower case on paper strips.
Accuracy was recorded. Reading latencies for letters were
measured for our patient and her 74-year-old, right-
handed husband, free from neurologic deficit. Each letter
was presented at the center of a computer screen, in lower-
case Trip font subtending a visual angle of about 1°309.
Subjects were instructed to name the letter as soon as it
appeared on the screen and to respond as fast as possible.
Naming latencies were measured from the appearance of
the letter to the response onset. Stimuli remained visible
until a vocal response was made or 5 seconds had elapsed.
The 26-letter set was randomly presented four times for
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each session. The patient and her husband performed
three sessions; after her second stroke, the patient per-
formed two sessions.

Reading tests: Initial assessment. This phase of testing
took place between July and December 1995. The patient
correctly read aloud 398 of 400 words (99%). She showed a
linear relationship between word length and reading time
(r 5 0.77), with a slope of 0.50 seconds per additional letter
(t 5 24.02, p , 0.0001) (table).

She read 156 of 156 letters (100%) presented for unlim-
ited time. On the time-limited computer presentation, she
read 295 of 312 letters (94%). Her husband scored 307 of
312 correct (98%), thus performing in the same range
(x2[1] 5 0.41, p . 0.5). However, when reading latency was
considered, our patient was about 230 msec slower than
her husband (patient: mean RT 5 697 msec [SD 98];
control: mean RT 5 464 msec [SD 31]; t[50] 5 11.54,
p , 0.0001). This finding suggests a subtle deficit of letter
identification.10

Reading tests: Second assessment. Between January
1996 and March 1997, the patient underwent the same
tests as before the occurrence of the RH lesion. In contrast
with her near-perfect reading accuracy after the first
stroke, she now scored only 156 of 400 correct (39%) with
words and 22 of 52 correct (42%) with letters. Word read-
ing latencies were significantly greater than before (t
[504] 5 214.50, p , 0.0001). The patient now needed
13 seconds on average to read a single word. She continued
to use a letter-by-letter strategy, but now made several
letter identification errors. For example, when trying to
read the word rescapé (survivor), she took 59 seconds to
say, “n . . . o . . . s . . . c . . . u . . . p . . . Moscou (Moscow)?”
A word-length effect was still present (r 5 0.75), but with
the steeper slope of 2.01 seconds per additional letter
(t 5 14.07, p , 0.0001). Mean correct RTs for words of dif-
ferent lengths are displayed in the table. The patient’s
mean vocal RT to isolated letters was now 1,197 msec
(SD 166).

Discussion. This patient with pure alexia showed
a remarkable increase in her reading difficulties af-
ter a second, mirror-image lesion in the RH. The
deterioration of word and letter reading performance
concerned both accuracy and response time.

Our patient’s increased reading latency is not a
consequence of a nonspecific slowing caused by the
brain lesions, as she performed in the normal range
when responding to left-sided visual stimuli on a
simple motor RT task. A low-level visual deficit can-
not explain her impaired reading accuracy after the
second stroke, given her good performance on copy-
ing drawings, on line-orientation judgments, and on
the spatial subtests of the visuospatial battery.
Moreover, both MRI and visual evoked potentials
suggest a substantial sparing of early visual process-

Figure. MRI. Transversal (A) and coronal (B) T1-weighted
sections showing the first left hemispheric lesion and the
second right hemispheric lesion.

Table Mean correct reading latencies for words (in seconds)
following the first and the second stroke

Word length (letters)

4–5 6 7–8

LH lesion 2.6 3.5 4.8

LH 1 RH lesions 9.9 15.6 13.9
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ing in our patient. Thus, the deterioration of reading
accuracy after the second stroke seems to indicate
that the RH lesion damaged some compensatory
reading mechanisms. These putative mechanisms
apparently subserved both word and letter identifi-
cation. After her first lesion, our patient showed a
length effect on word reading latencies, possibly in
relation to a strategy of serial letter identification.
The persistence of a length effect after the second
stroke suggests that the patient continued to employ
such a strategy. However, serial letter identification
was much less efficient after the second lesion, being
both slower and less accurate. Our results support
the claim1-3 that the RH plays a role in the residual
reading of pure alexic patients. In particular, our
findings suggest that, after the LH lesion, our pa-
tient used RH-based mechanisms to increase accu-
racy and speed of letter and word identification, even
in the absence of right-sided hemianopia. However,
it is unlikely that her residual reading capacities
were entirely attributable to the RH because pure
alexic patients with isolated LH lesions may show a
higher degree of impairment than our patient.11

Rather, in our patient the RH seemed to cooperate
with some LH residual mechanisms. Following this
line of reasoning, the slowed but accurate letter iden-
tification observed after the LH lesion10 might have
resulted from a relative impairment of a LH-based
letter identification mechanism and a compensatory
contribution from a RH-based system for object rec-
ognition.3 This object recognition system would pro-
cess individual letters as familiar visual forms, but
would not allow parallel identification of letters in
words, thus explaining letter-by-letter reading. The
subsequent RH stroke might have lesioned the
object-recognition system; as a consequence, letter
identification became error prone and much slower
than before, causing in turn a deterioration of word
reading. The appearance of object agnosia after the
RH lesion further supports this interpretation.
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